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ORIGAMI RAINBOW BOOKLET 
from Becky Eliason's article in the winter 2002 issue of Tabellae Ansatae 

1. Cut out the desired number of square papers. Use rainbow hues if desired. 
Using paper from square pads of paper reduces the work of cutting. 

2. Make a horizontal fold on each square, then open out again. 

3. Make a vertical fold on each square. These first two folds should be mountain 
folds. 

4. Make one diagonal valley fold in each square. EB 
EE 

5. Push in the diagonal fold of each square so that the paper folds into a smaller 
square. 

6. Open all of the papers and align left to right in the color sequence you desire . 
. Ha\€.. all the diagonal folds v~ <t> between mo¢ va/le folds 

7. Apply glue to the right quarter of the first paper and overlap the second paper, 
aligning the left quarter. Take care to keep the glue contained within the two little 
squares. 

8. Continue gluing until all the sheets are attached. Be sure to alternate the 
direction of the diagonal folds. 

9. Make back and front covers of mat board, cut just slightly larger than the ~ 
measurement of the small square ( ¼ of the original paper size). 

Ir 
10. Cut a ribbon length and glue it horizontally inside of one of the covers. 0 _, 

tr~"t br-ck. 

11. Fold up the booklet, and glue a cover to the top and bottom small square 
"pages". Tie with the ribbon. 

12. It is easier to do your calligraphy, drawing, or embellishment before adding the 
covers. 

1 ~. If you use an odd number of squares your booklet will lie flat with the covers/'X.··, . 
hidden. ~v{ 
14. If you use an even number of squares, one cover will show when the booklet i~- -- ·. 
opened flat. 


